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What surprised you the most from undergrad to grad school?

Tom: 
  — I was surprised about how much work there was.
  — Also happily surprised by feeling like I could go back to undergrad course material and crush it after completing grad courses.

Jenny:
- I was warned that it would be a lot of work so that didn’t catch me off guard
- But thought that workload would be mainly research - surprised that it was still a lot of class work and also teaching.  That’s a lot ! 

Sasha:
 — thought I would be able to set boundaries between work and personal life - and was successful in doing this! 
— Before starting at Yale was a Fulbright scholar in durham in England - In England work life balance matters culturally  barely see anyone working past 5 PM.  That culture is challenging but possible to translate to American grad school
— set work boundaries and be explicit about it with advisors - you can set that. 

Quadry: 
  — classwork got significantly easier than at UA for reasons unknown 
  — a bunch of different responsibilities to balance - now have to teach, to do research - not mutually exclusive things but hard to balance when you also have classes 


Grad school in era of Covid

Sasha:
— feeling less intimidated on zoom vs in person
— student government — online social events - was actually better than onboarding in person. It is Possible to make connections with students 


Jenny:
- had to take prelim online (comprehensive exam taken after 2 years in graduate school) 
- Department was accommodating and changed from oral to a written exam. 
- All of my research is done on computers, so remote work hasn’t been an issue.
- Plus side, able to live with my partner in a different area 

Quadry:
- Does theory research -  so can do that anywhere. 
- Bonus - Able to attend the Center for Computational Astrophysics in NYC in a remote model. 
- Talking to new students, seems hard to integrate into the department when you can’t meet folks face to face. 


What if you have a few rough years? 

Quadry
- Don’t let being held behind or having a rough few years stop you
- you might have to get there in a round about way (e.g. bridge program), but you’ll get there in the end.



Have you changed your mind about the academic path? 

Tom: 
- being introspective is important
- is this what I am satisfied doing, is this what I want? 
- is grad school bringing me closer to the goals I wanted for myself?
- can I also find satisfaction doing other jobs out there? 
- What was hard about leaving academia:  dealing with my own ego - stepping away from this role, I have to be ok with that, I have to be fine leaving this unfinished , that the dream I had of being a professor isn’t going to come true.  
- entering the job market with a higher salary made things easier :)


Sasha: 
- having your own funding can make it easier to identify and work with advisors that will support you - makes it easier to avoid hostile working relationships that might drive you out of academia. 
(e.g. NSF Graduate Research Fellowship - many others are on the TIMESTEP website: https://lavinia.as.arizona.edu/~timestep/for-graduating-students.html)
- it is important to find supportive individuals in the department that can help you succeed 

Quadry: 
- switching grad advisors is normal and ok

Jenny:
- personally applied to schools where there were two people I would want to work with in case of issues
- not a lot of academic jobs out there, and I have a two body problem, so am being realistic about options in academia — good to look for graduate programs and advisors that will support you going into industry if that is what works best for you


What experiences, or other things you did, helped you get into your current grad program. 

Jenny 
- starting research early.  Started as a sophomore, so if you can, start early

Quadry
 - get involved in research! 
- grades weren’t that great - but I had done a lot of research 
- Reference Letters matter - you get strong letters through research and office hours

Sasha 
- As a UA physics majors have to do advanced lab - 2nd semester proposed a project. - I talked to a professor about a project idea and was able to make it part of the design of my advanced lab  - that project got extended and turned into a publication. 
- NASA Space Grant is a great way to get involved in research


Did you go straight to grad school ?


Jenny
- went straight to grad school and did summer research
- wished I took a break before grad school ! 
- in my cohort only two of us went straight to grad school
- many took a gap year  (See TIMESTEP resources about gap years: https://lavinia.as.arizona.edu/~timestep/for-graduating-students.html)


Sasha
- had a position through the SULI Program first 

Tom
- there is no timeline, you’re not speed running 
Go when you are comfortable 

Quadry
- went straight to a bridge program - (effectively a masters program )


Doing Research - is having a product for that research important? 

- poster is a product , so is talks, so is code on GitHub

Quadry 
- how much does it matter if you get a paper , he asked faculty —> letter is what matters the most rather than the paper


How did you decide what research you want to do ?

Jenny
- I really enjoyed the research I did as an undergrad, but what if I would enjoy something else?
- Ended up applying to places that would have similar research areas as what did as an undergrad


Sasha
- did 6 research projects throughout undergrad career !  (Not  necessarily recommending this)
- helped to figure out if I like a research area just because it was the first project I had ?
- don’t recommend working with 6 professors but doing research in different areas can be beneficial 


Eduardo 
- I was genuinely happy about cosmology - you need to love what you are doing. Pick a research area based on what you are excited about

Quadry
- came in knowing wanted to do exoplanets
- learned that didn’t want to work with telescopes - deciding the techniques you like to use to carry out research can be helpful ! 



What UA classes prepared you the best? 

Jenny:
- all of the classes at UA were important - including all of the astronomy classes 
- have taken the grad version of the UA undergrad classes and was much more prepared than many friends only took physics 


Did any of you apply to other grad schools outside the US ?

Sasha 
 - applied and attended grad school in England in Durham 
- Fulbright scholarship got funding 
- application was interview driven - they did interview everyone. 
- Other options exist for funding like the, Marshall scholarship 



Financial affordability of grad school 

 Raga 
- you get funding regardless
- but for international students, NASA FINESST is an option, but not many other options for scholarships

NOTE: Most schools provide funding (Research stipends and TA-ships)

Again, see TIMESTEP page for grad school scholarships 


How do you decide who the experts are when looking for an advisor ?  

- read papers and look at the author list:  arXiv / NASA ADS
- ask your advisors! 


Why did you decide to go to grad school 

Tom
-  excited about studying problems that don’t have answers in a textbook

Quadry 
- people are paying me to study planets ! 
Learn for money !  Great deal for me

Jenny
- similar

Sasha
- intellectual challenge  - wasn’t going to get this in a lot of other jobs 
- looking for ever renewing intellectual challenge. 
- knew she wanted a research oriented career. 



During the research process - did you get stuck - how did you overcome the problem?

Quadry
- being stuck is the primary mode of existence of being a grad student.
- stop working on the problem and go do something I enjoy 
- go work on a side project - something fulfilling so that you come back refreshed 

Tom
- learning curve was very steep
- But productivity curve is exponential
- develop good habits - iterate on workflow - not just problems, but also the process - could you have done it better - organized my workstation better, the way I communicated with people - trying to make that process optimal will increase efficiency of solving problems in the future.

Jenny
- get a good night sleep 
- take a break 
- you willl have an advisor - science is not done in a bubble - often if I am stuck I will ask for help !! 



How important is team work

Jenny
- for class work team work is clearly critical . No way would have wanted to deal with problem sets in grad classes alone.
- for research - largely independent but obviously have an advisor
- not a super competitive environment in the U Michigan grad school - students work together 

Quadry
- less and less likely to be working alone as continue through the program and academic career, so team work is very important



Last Thoughts

Quadry
- don’t give up 
- there are many paths to graduate school 
- half my class didn’t get in 
- if don’t succeed at first don’t let it get you down. 

Jenny 
- ask questions to grad students that are in the program 

Sasha
- find people that you know you can trust 
- if facing obstacles, talk to the people you know you can trust
- be open with your advisors about complications impeding your productivity. 

Tom
- look not just for advocates - but also people that will champion you and promote your career









